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Do you have what it takes to earn the full patch brotherhood of a Mighty Motorcycle Club Nation?

Can you adhere to the strict codes, protocol, customs, discipline and traditions of the MC that are

not obvious to casual observers and are not readily shared with strangers? Can you ride in the

harsh elements side by side with your brothers, sleeping under the stars and loving the life of

two-wheeled iron obsession? Can you be trusted with the secrets and internal business of the MC?

Can you serve the MC with loyalty putting the MC first in all endeavors other than God, family, and

job? Can you love your full patch brothers as deeply as any blood family? Are you worthy of the

trust of the MC? Can you be fearless in the face of danger? Can you stand by your full patch

brothers, come what may, through thick and thin, until the very end? Can you do the work required

to earn your full patch? If your answers to the questions above are yes then perhaps you might be

ready to begin prospecting for a Motorcycle Club. Prospectâ€™s Bible will guide you, step by step,

through the process of realizing that dream. It will give you an edge your full patch brothers never

had. It will give you clarity through the process and guide you to becoming the hottest running

prospect your MC has ever seen! You will learn how to prospect for a traditional, 99%er, law abiding

motorcycle club. You will Learn MC protocol, Biker Set traditions and outlaw 1% MC history. You will

learn the duties of the President, Sgt-at-Arms, Road Captain and other MC Officers. You will learn

the foundation of what forms the MC's bylaws. You will learn MC politics, conflict resolution and how

to successfully crossover! Prospect's bible contains: *a biker terms glossary *254 question MC

protocol, history and traditions test *the Prospect's Proverbs "Daily affirmations to keep you strong"

Good luck Prospect!
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John E. 'Black Dragon' Bunch II is the National President of the Mighty Black Sabbath Motorcycle

Club Nation where he has spent the last 24 years and is considered a 'lifer.' Dragon served out his

prospectship at the Mother Chapter at 4280 Market Street San Diego, California where he crossed

over and received his full patch. In 2000, Black Dragon advised writer/filmmaker Reggie 'Rock'

Bythewood who co-wrote and directed the DreamWorks movie Biker Boyz. Black Dragon was a

Technical Adviser on the film. Biker Boyz has been widely credited with re-birthing the Black Biker

MC movement in the US. In 2009, Black Dragon brought the Black Sabbath MC east of the

Mississippi to Atlanta as President. He was then assigned the task of expanding the Black Sabbath

MC's chapters by then National President Paul 'Pep' Perry who also appointed him National

Enforcer. Black Dragon suffered his first major setback in an Atlanta coupe that cost him the

Presidency in December 2010. In February 2010, Dragon was unanimously elected National

President of the Mighty Black Sabbath Motorcycle Club Nation. By 2012 Dragon successfully

expanded the MC's reach nationwide with chapters that spanned from the West to the East coasts.

During the past 24 years Dragon has published several motorcycle magazines including: Urban

Biker Cycle News, Black Iron Motorcycle Magazine, Black Sabbath MC News Magazine,

www.BlackSabbathMagazine.com and a phone app named Black Sabbath Motorcycle Club. Under

Bunch Publications, John E. Bunch II also published Single Mom Parenting Magazine 2000,

Caribbean Punch Magazine 2002, 'BE' Women's Health and Fitness Magazine 2003 and the

political commentary blog www.IBeg2Differ.com 2008. Today Black Dragon serves the Mighty Black

Sabbath Motorcycle Club Nation from his headquarters in Atlanta. He is the second full patched

brother to serve the Mighty Black Sabbath MC Nation as First Rider. Good Luck Prospect..........///

It's okay but not great. Some bits of useful info but if you are really prospecting an MC I don't think

this will help much. I think a better title would be "Hang-Around's Bible". It is really an overview for

those with zero knowledge.

Mr. Bunch does a fanatic job of breaking down the whole process in an easy to follow format. His

decades of experience on the bike set coupled with his own personal story that he weaves in and

out of the guide really brings everything together. I feel much more confident in pursuing a MC



career after reading this book. Thank you Black Dragon and much respect to you and your Mighty

Black Sabbath Nation!

Great read. I've been in the hangaround phase for several months now, wanted to study/research

all aspects of prospecting before going forward. This book gave great insight as to what would be

expected and basic MC protocol.

Good information for all bikers / Great read. The Prospect's Bible gave me some overall Great

insight into the biker's world. I truly believe that all newbie bikers should read this book. Thank you

for sharing, Mr. John E. Bunch

A lot of good information is presented for those unfamiliar with the MC world. I found the most of the

anecdotal stories to be very useful and insightful. There was some redundancy in the material

presented, however, I took that that as reinforcement to the importance of that respective subject.

Good book.

Well written....very clear ...it's a great read...

Excellent book for "The New Prospect".Easy to read and understand.Well worth it if you are heading

down "That Path" to Patch Holder.Semper Fi!!!LFFL
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